BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
MINUTES

DATE: 05-03-04

TIME: 9:50 A.M..

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Max Golladay, Perry Huston, Bruce Coe

DEPARTMENT: Probation Services

DEPARTMENT HEAD: Bill Holmes

OTHERS PRESENT: Kirk Eslinger, Human Resources

| TOPIC: | 1. Special Accommodations-Chair
| 2. Temp. Office Assistant |
| DISCUSSION: | 1. Laurie Haberman talked to Human Resources about her back pain resulting from sitting in an uncomfortable chair that may not be suitable for extensive hours at a desk typing. The expense for a new Chair was not budgeted for in Mr. Holmes budget and he was not able to find any budget line that he can transfer it from. Kirk Eslinger explained that it isn’t an ADA claim as of yet. Mr. Eslinger explained that he did go up and look at the chair and agreed it is not suitable for long hours at a desk.
| 2. Mr. Holmes explained that he has a staff member out on maternity leave and one that will leave in the next month for maternity leave and is asking for a 60 day extension of his temporary office assistant to get the three projects completed. The funding for this would be paid through probation services fund not the general fund. |
| ACTION: | 1. If the complaint is substantial then go ahead with the purchase of a new chair.
| 2. Approved. |